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POWER TO
DELIVER

HARVEST HEALTHCARE
YOUR FIRST CHOICE...

TOTAL SUPPORT TEAM
We offer a full package to support you from installation to service and repair.

HARVEST FAST TRACK NATIONWIDE DELIVERY
We use our own transport for many deliveries which gives us the flexibility to
meet your needs.

SUPERIOR BUILD QUALITY
Our products are built to provide years of service by using the latest materials
and fabrication techniques.

KNOWLEDGEABLE SALES TEAM
Our experienced sales team is always available to help you find the best possible
solution.

INNOVATIVE WELL DESIGNED PRODUCTS
Our products are designed to meet the ever changing needs of our
customers. We continually provide new solutions.

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE FOR MONEY
Through careful design and production processes you can be assured that our
products will provide value for money over their working life.

EXTENSIVE PRODUCT RANGES
To give you the best solution we maintain an extensive range of products for
complete flexibility.

Sheaf House, Bradmarsh Business Park, Bradmarsh Way, Rotherham S60 1BW
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Harvest Healthcare manufacture a wide range of profiling beds, designed to provide support to a
variety of service users. The exclusive range of Woburn beds offer ease of movement to both service
user and carer, providing a higher quality of life. Safety, durability and variety are key aspects in the
design ethos - each bed has something different to offer.
The Woburn beds are built to comply with Bed Rail Regulations. This allows rails to be used on beds
without compromising safety for the user. Identifying the needs of the service user before choosing
a bed is of great importance. Harvest Healthcare have a knowledgeable team, able to provide you
with enough information to make such a decision.
A nationwide team of engineers are on hand to install, provide training and service profiling beds. At
Harvest Healthcare, we provide a cost-effective, quality service with an honest approach – preferring
to repair rather than replace wherever possible.
Our compliance checks ensure all equipment serviced by Harvest Healthcare is reliable and efficient,
enabling staff to fully carry out their role effectively. Health and safety of service users and staff is
important to us, so with ongoing support through regular training sessions and equipment audits,
we will ensure that quality of patient care increases and professional standards are maintained.

Max. Height (mm)

Min. Height (mm)

Safe Working Load
(kg/Stone)

Max. Patient Weight
(kg/Stone)

Overall Length (mm)

Overall Width (mm)

Max. Mattress Thickness
With Rails (mm)

Warranty

200mm Extension Available

In-Built Extension
Optional

Auto-Regression
Optional

Trendelenburg
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WOBURN
FEATURES

HLB791.03 - WOBURN BED
The quality features and reliability of the Woburn
profiling bed provide outstanding comfort and ease
of care for occupant and carer.
The robust wooden side rails are collapsible
below mattress level, and extend higher to allow
a safe mattress depth of 205mm, giving scope for
improved pressure relief and comfort.
Adjustment of back rest, knee break and platform
height can all be done at the touch of a button.
This bed is available in oak and walnut
colours.
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Low voltage
Lockable handset
Max. patient weight 185kg/ 29
Stone
SWL 220 kg / 34 Stone
Optional wooden side rails
Variable height (365 - 795mm)
Auto-regression (optional)
Trendelenburg (optional)
Emergency battery backup
Electric backrest and knee break
with mechanical lower leg support
Wraparound wooden head and
foot boards
Compatible with environmental
control system
Comes with a 5-year warranty

Oak

Walnut

CODE		

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT

SWL

HLB791.03

2135 x 1025mm

365 - 795mm

220kg/34 Stone
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WOBURN LOW

HLB797.03 - WOBURN LOW

FEATURES

This dependable 4-section profiling bed features
a high quality control system, a reduced minimum
platform height and a higher load capacity.
By lowering the platform to only 220mm from floor
level, the risk of injury for those with a tendency to
roll out of bed is significantly reduced.
This bed is available in oak and walnut
colours.

Low voltage
Lockable handset
Max. patient weight 185kg/ 29
Stone
SWL 220 kg / 34 Stone
Optional wooden side rails
Emergency battery backup
Variable height (220 - 650mm)
Auto-regression (optional)
Trendelenburg (optional)
Electric backrest and knee
break with mechanical lower leg
support
Wraparound wooden head and
foot boards
Compatible with environmental
control system
Comes with a 5-year warranty

Oak

Walnut

CODE		

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT

SWL

HLB797.03

2135 x 1025mm

220 - 650mm

220kg/34 Stone
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WOBURN COMMUNITY
HLBC791.02 - WOBURN COMMUNITY
Designed to fit within the community markets, the
Woburn Community profiling bed is built with the
same quality across the range - at a more costeffective price.
Vinyl coated, the bed aids with cleaning and
infection control. It is also suited for multiple
dismantles across the community, part of the more
robust design.

FEATURES
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Low voltage
Lockable handset
Max. patient weight 185kg/ 29
Stone
SWL 220 kg / 34 Stone
Optional wooden side rails
Emergency battery backup
Variable height (380 - 800mm)
Auto-regression (optional)
Electric backrest and knee break
with mechanical lower leg support
Designed for easy cleaning to aid
infection control
Trendelenburg as standard
Compatible with environmental
control system
Comes with a 5-year warranty

CODE		

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT

SWL

HLBC791.02

2115 x 1015mm

380 - 800mm

220kg/34 Stone
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WOBURN COMMUNITY
LOW

HLBC791L - WOBURN COMMUNITY LOW
In addition to the Woburn Community, the Woburn
Community Low profling bed features a lower
entry and exit height. Ideal for many community
environments, the bed will lower to 220mm from
ground level, allowing for easy access to service
users.
The handset is lockable to prevent tampering by
those other than carers.

FEATURES
Low voltage
Lockable handset
Max. patient weight 185kg/ 29
Stone
SWL 220 kg / 34 Stone
Optional wooden side rails
Emergency battery backup
Variable height (220 - 640mm)
Electric backrest and knee
break with mechanical lower leg
support
Designed for easy cleaning to
aid infection control
Trendelenburg as standard
Compatible with environmental
control system
Comes with a 5-year warranty

CODE		

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT

SWL

HLBC791L

2115 x 1015mm

220 - 640mm

220kg/34 Stone
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WOBURN COMMUNITY
1200
HLBC791.12 - WOBURN COMMUNITY 1200
The Woburn Community 1200 is Harvest’s first
wide profiling bed, built to the same high quality
as other beds in the range. Although not a bariatric
bed, it has a safe working load of 34 Stone.
The generous width allows patients to move freely.
The lockable handset allows for quick adjustments
of height, back rest and knee break and the
attractive vinyl-clad head and foot boards facilitate
infection control.

FEATURES
Low voltage
Lockable handset
Max. patient weight 158kg/ 25
Stone
SWL 193 kg / 30 Stone
Optional wooden side rails
Emergency battery backup
Variable height (385 - 815mm)
Also available in vinyl coated
wooden head and foot boards
Designed for easy cleaning to aid
infection control
Electric backrest and knee break
with mechanical lower leg support
Trendelenburg as standard
In-built auto-regression
Compatible with environmental
control system
Comes with a 5-year warranty

CODE		

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT

SWL

HLBC791.12

2120 x 1320mm

385 - 815mm

220kg/34 Stone
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WOBURN ULTRA-LOW
FEATURES

HLB799.02 - WOBURN ULTRA-LOW
The Woburn Ultra-Low profiling bed is a unique
system, which allows the platform to be lowered to
as little as 67mm from ground level.
Intended for use without side rails, the service user
can safely roll onto a crash mat, should they be
inclined to roll whilst in bed.
Built with the Trendelenburg function as standard,
service users are able to raise themselves to an
almost stood or seated position, allowing more
comfort whilst in bed.
The setting of height, backrest or knee break is
simple, using the lockable handset.

Low voltage
Lockable handset
Max. patient weight 175kg/ 27
Stone
SWL 185 kg / 29 Stone
Emergency battery backup
Variable height (67 - 640mm)
Wooden head and foot boards
Electric backrest and knee
break with mechanical lower
leg support
In-built auto-regression
Trendelenburg as standard
Easy Cleaning - complies to
MHRA guidelines
Compatible withenvironmental
control system
Comes with a 5-year warranty

CODE		

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT

SWL

HLB99.02

2130 x 900mm

67-640mm		

185kg/29 Stone
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WOBURN ULTIMATE
FEATURES

HLB798 - WOBURN ULTIMATE
The Woburn Ultimate Profiling Bed is our
higher capacity bed within the Woburn range.
Featuring triple aluminium side rails and underbed strengthening, the Ultimate excels in patient
support and ease of infection control.
Available in 1200mm and 1400mm wide, with a 60
stone weight capacity, this bed is able to support
most bariatric patients. Comfort adjustments
are made with ease due to the powerful lifting
components and the high quality electronic control
system.
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Lockable handset
Aluminium side rails
Max. patient weight 300kg/ 47
Stone
SWL 380 kg / 60 Stone
In-built auto-regression
Emergency battery backup
Variable height (275 - 690mm)
Wooden head and foot boards
Trendelenburg as standard
Electric backrest and knee
break with mechanical lower
leg support
In-built stability system
Compatible with environmental
control system
Comes with a 5-year warranty

CODE		

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT

SWL

HLB798		

2195 x 1340mm

275 - 690mm

381kg/60 Stone
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ACCESSORIES

In-Built Extension
To remove the need for removable platforms, Harvest
have introduced the In-Built Platform Extension.
These add an additional 200mm to the Woburn beds,
only when needed. The modern beds are
now more adaptable for a wider range of residents.
Auto-Regression
Auto-Regression Back Rests provide patients
with a more comfortable position.
The mechanisms steadily raise or lower the patient
whilst controlling posture - this reduces the
‘push-down’ effect on the body, keeping the
resident more central in the bed and removes
sheer and friction forces upon the body.

Trendelenburg Function
The Trendelenburg Function is available across the
Woburn Bed Range.
This function enables the carer to raise the foot end of
the profiling bed higher than the head end, beneficial for
use with respiratory patients. Anti-Trendelenburg enables
the head end to be elevated higher than the feet,
improving posture, allowing patients to feel as
though they are standing or are seated whilst in bed and can increase blood flow.

Sheaf House, Bradmarsh Business Park, Bradmarsh Way, Rotherham S60 1BW

ACCESSORIES
Over-bed Reading Light
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The Over-bed Light is compatible with the full Woburn bed
range. It is safe and simply connects to the low voltage
power supply of the bed. It comes complete with adjustable
switch position and manoeuvrable head section.
The light provides a valuable touch of home comfort,
providing convenient directed lighting.

				

Under-bed Light with Movement Sensor

				

The Under-Bed Light uses an energy efficient LED

				

light, compatible with the full Woburn bed range.

				

It simply connects to the low voltage bed supply.

				

It is safe and maintains a low temperature.

				

The built-in sensor detects movement and 		

				

illuminates underneath and around the bed, helping

				

to prevent trips and falls.

Fall Mats
Harvest’s high density, foam fall mats provide additional safety to those who are at a risk
of rolling. Should users be in a Woburn Low or Woburn Ultra-Low Bed, without the use of
side rails, the fall mat will provide a soft landing should they roll too far. Available in various
sizes.
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ACCESSORIES

Grab Handles

Harvest Healthcare’s Grab Handles come in two sizes,
one compatible with the standard Woburn Bed range,
the other for use with the Ultimate bariatric bed.
The Grab Handles assist the patient to sit up and get in and
out of bed. They fit securely to the bed frame - no additional
fixings required. They have a durable epoxy coating and can
be used without removing the side rails.

Lifting Pole - Standard
The Standard Lifting Pole is compatible with all Woburn beds.
The lifting pole drops securely into a socket provided in the
bed frame. It assists the occupant to sit upright and get
in and out of bed. It has a durable powder coated finish.
The Lifting Pole is supplied complete with webbing strap and
triangular handle.

Lifting Pole - Ultimate
The Ultimate 1200 Lifting Pole is made to be
compatible with the Woburn Ultimate 1200 bed.
It slots securely into sockets provided in the
bed frame and has a durable powder coated
finish. It assists the occupant to sit up in bed by
holding onto the triangular handle.

Sheaf House, Bradmarsh Business Park, Bradmarsh Way, Rotherham S60 1BW

ACCESSORIES
Bed Wall Spacer
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The Bed Wall Spacer kit is designed
to reduce the risk of the bed being
placed too close to the wall and
colliding with power sockets or other
features. This reduces damage
within the care environment.
Bumpers
A range of bumpers are available, the full range can be seen on our website,
www.harvesthealthcare.co.uk.
HCS114 - Folding Side Rail Bumper
The Folding Bumper completely surrounds the bed rails
and is fastened by a velcro strip across the bottom.

HCS18 - Anti-Entrapment Bumpers with Net
Inserts
Designed to fit over each side rail with netting between.
A link sheet forms a barrier between the user and the
bed mechanism, decreasing the risk of entrapment. The
link sheet is elasticated to enable profiling of the bed.
HCS112 - 2-Bar Bumper
A snug fitting zip on bumper, fits over the side rails with
netting between to improve visibility. The bumper is
covered in a cream or black PU coated waterproof and
vapour permeable fabric.
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ACCESSORIES

Vigilant System

Harvest Healthcare Ltd have worked extensively with our team of engineers
around the world to develop this unique alert system.
The Vigilant system has been designed specifically for use on the Harvest Healthcare Ltd
Woburn bed range but can be adapted to other bed makes. Designed with the safety of
the patient as a first priority this system could help to reduce the likelihood of patient falls.
The kit does not require a pressure pad accessory as it monitors the user’s movement via
the sensor pin which is integrated into the bed, automatically activating when the user is
absent from the bed. The system can be powered from the bed’s power supply.
Key Features:
Versatile.
Simple to operate.
Compatible with most nurse-call systems.
Can run from Woburn bed’s power supply.
Magnetic security key for the carer to prevent tampering.
All buttons on the handset act as a nurse-call for the patient.
2 second activation.
Has both normally closed and normally open
outputs to nurse-call system.
Anti-microbial and anti-slip seat pressure sensor pad.
Onboard sounder that can be disarmed so
that only the nurse-call system is activated.
Handset buttons emit a soft glow to allow the
handset to be easily found in a darkened room.

Sheaf House, Bradmarsh Business Park, Bradmarsh Way, Rotherham S60 1BW
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Bed Length Extension
The Bed Length Extension Platform, is available to extend your profiling bed by an
additional 200mm. Some users are not comfortable in a typical 2000mm long Profiling
Bed, which can cause entrapment issues.

PRODUCT CODE			

DESCRIPTION

HLDWC111			

Extended Side Rails

HLDW123				

Wooden Side Rail Length Extension With Platform

HLDWC123			

Community Bed Length Extension With Platform

HLDU123.12			

Ultimate 1200 Bed Length Extension With Platform

HLDU123.14			

Ultimate 1400 Bed Length Extension With Platform

Enclosed Headboard and Footboard for Ultra-Low Profiling Bed
Our Woburn Ultra Low bed is available with an enclosed headboard and footboard in
both oak and walnut. A full colour range available on request.

Nabucco

Acacia

Light Oak

Walnut
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ALSO
ALSOAVAILABLE
AVAILABLE
STATIC MATTRESSES

PROFILING BEDS AND ACCESSORIES

ACTIVE CUSHIONS

STATIC CUSHIONS

BED RAIL BUMPERS

Sheaf House, Bradmarsh Business Park, Bradmarsh Way, Rotherham S60 1BW

ALSO AVAILABLE
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HEELS PADS AND POSITIONING AIDS

SLINGS, HOISTS AND STAND AIDS

EVACUATION PRODUCTS

FALL REDUCTION PRODUCTS

SHOWERING AND TOILET AIDS
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